City of Cannon Beach
PO Box 368
Cannon Beach, OR 97110

Mayor
Stinnett
The Council

Re: Grading of Dunes on N.E. End
For 17 years I lived on the dead end of Ash St. *PROTECTED*

the dunes from confrontations with the dunes
sometimes my protective knowledge of dunes led to violence threats from violations
Dear Honorable Mayor Sam
and Honorable Council
members,

I find it of vital necessity to express my feelings regarding the beautiful dunes that make the beloved Cannon Beach so beautiful. The eye is soothed and the soul reassured by the natural waving beds of the dunes and their plant life. Traditionally, our local herd of Seals at 15-25 strong, they always slept on the dunes hillocks and the dune grass created perfect beds (at various times of the year). This dear old friend of John Yeon, the Mastermind of brilliant ideas, used land saving and land improving techniques before his time.
DO THIS IN
HONOR OF TWO
MEMORY OF GAINOR
MINOTT! WHERE

family: The Weingartens, etc.
Captain Cauch
founders of Portland - early
environmentalists

+ in memory of John Year

Thanks Again! ❤️
Johnyem was profoundly opposed to the breach of cardo development. He knew they would be a catastrophe from within without - they were an eyesore where once beautiful big dunes of old growth trees had grown to 100 ocean views. And one full moon in December of 1980 I will never forget as Libby Patterson, Connie Anderson (who worked at the Col-Snap city hall then under Mayor Janet Lucille) — A Black Bull Elk up 12 p.m.stood on the top of the dunes under and old growth tree. In his herd of females around him all around the ocean's edge Beauty. Bull Elk, full moon Dunes, Ocean, River, Old
growth — remember!

the elk and other animals nest in the dunes at night

please, i beg you! do not disturb the dunes of the n. end of cannon beach.

they also make a beautiful view up to chapman pt. (which john yeargan saved in 1930's) because of threat of a dance hall being built on chapman pt.

remember, too! please
ON THE DUNES!

Thank you!
Forgive the mess.
I know you will do the right—correct thing, Sam & Company.
Sam's your father’s art exists because of the magic that is Will Cannon Beach.

ANDREW KERR III

And William McEddy, Jr.

again! Thank you
John went save those 10+ acres
to protect 
Haystack land

The 10+ acres of wooded
old growth mill top

across from haystack
rock as a component
to it! AESTHETICS +
ECOLOGY - LET CANNON
BEACH'S MAGIC SURVIVE
+ THRIVE. That is what they
made Cannon Beach and
Coda Park! As the old says -
CANNON BEACH IS MAGIC.

SAVE THE MAGIC!!! DON'T
DISTURB OR DESTROY THE
DUNES! PLEASE! BE KIND TO THE
DUNES & WILDLIFE THAT DEPENAC

Best Wishes